The sperm chromatin structure assay as a diagnostic tool in the human fertility clinic.
Sperm DNA integrity has been shown to be necessary for achieving and sustaining embryo development. The objective was to evaluate the sperm chromatin structure assay (SCSA) as a diagnostic tool in clinical practice for intrauterine insemination (IUI), in vitro fertilization (IVF) and intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) treatments. A total of 385 semen samples from 234 couples were frozen for SCSA, and smears were prepared for morphology: 48 IUI, 139 IVF and 47 ICSI. The main SCSA variables were DNA fragmentation index (DFI), standard deviation of DFI (SD-DFI) and high DNA stainability (HDS), and the reproductive outcomes were biochemical pregnancy (BP), clinical pregnancy (CP) and implantation ratio (IR). The results showed no significant difference in the fertility variables BP, CP and IR when <27% DFI was used between the IVF and ICSI groups. A low number of patients received IUI with low success rate, and statistical analysis was therefore not performed. Ongoing pregnancy was achieved for both IVF and ICSI couples with DFI levels >27%, and six couples in ICSI treatment achieved CP full-term. DFI >27% had a high prognostic power for predicting no CP for IVF patients, with a specificity of 97%. Couples diagnosed with male infertility had a significantly higher level of DFI compared to couples with idiopathic fertility. Sperm head morphology showed low but significant correlations with the SCSA variables. SCSA is a useful tool in andrological diagnosis and contributes with a prognosis for the fertility outcome of conventional IVF. Although full-term pregnancy can be achieved with assisted reproductive techniques with a DFI >27%, the probability of a successful pregnancy may be reduced.